FDLP eXchange Virtual Discussion

August 27, 2019
Overview

• Virtual discussions are planned on a quarterly basis
• Goal is to share status updates and seek input on new development
• FDLP eXchange Application Development webpage launched
  https://www.fdlp.gov/project-list/fdlp-exchange-application-development
  • Planned Development, Requirements Backlog, Known Issues Log, Join the Discussion
  • Will add release notes from previous development cycles when that becomes applicable
Today’s Discussion

• Handout released when discussion was announced

• Chat your comments and questions

• We will read out comments and respond to questions

• If we miss something during the session, we will follow up after the session

• Time at end for additional comments
**Topic 1 – Implementation Strategies: Process**

GPO is seeking feedback on whether there are services that we could provide to assist regions that want to adopt FDLP eXchange but have not done so. Examples of services could include:

- Providing hands on training for the region to learn how to use FDLP eXchange
- Facilitating discussions to work through how the region’s disposition process would work if FDLP eXchange were adopted
- Targeted webinars on the steps to be taken to transition to using FDLP eXchange for regional disposition processes
- Consultation on ways to tackle existing backlogs
Topic 2 — Implementation Strategies: Functionality

If your region would like to adopt FDLP eXchange for your regional disposition process, but functionality is missing that would enable your region to utilize it effectively, what functionality is required to make it work for you? Examples we have heard that regions need to enable adoption include:

• Ability to rout offers by SuDoc stem
• More tools for regional collaboration when there is more than one regional in the region
• Improved workflow for regional collaboration when there is more than one regional in the region
Topic 3 – Process Enhancements

If your region is using FDLP eXchange for your disposition processes, are you encountering issues with any part of the process that GPO could assist in improving? Could GPO provide assistance in resolving any of these issues, such as:

• Providing advice on work-arounds where needed functionality may require future development
• Reviewing your processes and offering suggestions for streamlining
• Consultation on ways to tackle existing backlogs
• Targeted webinars on particular topics
Topic 4 – Other Services Needed?

• Is there anything you would like to share about new services you would like to support using FDLP eXchange?

• Anything we could do to make transitioning or using FDLP eXchange work better for your libraries?

If you think of things after today’s session, you can submit them to askGPO, using the FDLP eXchange category.